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   CHaNGA  
http://librarian.phys.washington.edu/astro/index.php/Research:ChaNGa 

 
Motivation Charm++ 
 
 
 
 

!  decrease time spent decomposing  datasets among  processors 

!  maintain load balancing.  

!  automatic load balancing framework 

!  handles application decompositions with uneven granularity  

!  asynchronous message based system: objects proceed in the 
computation independently, without waiting for data 

!  good performance on massively parallel systems 





Benchmarks 
!  Lambs:       3 million particle final state of a cosmological simulation of 70 Mpc .  
!  Lambb:      80 million particle, same 70 Mpc volume.  
!  dwf1:          5 million particle cosmological zoom-in simulation, Mhalo~1011Msun.  
!  dwf1.6144: 50 million particle run of dwf1.  
!  dwf1.ms:     same ICs as dwf1, but with multi-stepping capabilities, 64 substeps 



Scaling to 10,000+ Processors 



Hydro version also publically available: GASOLINE 

ChaNGa GASOLINE publically available which includes: 

!  Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics 

!  Gas Cooling 

!  Star Formation 

!  Blast Wave Supernova Feedback (Stinson 2006) 

Note: Gasoline currently undergoing major changes to the 
implementation of hydrodynamics e.g. heat diffusion 
 
Treatment of viscosity is currently being updated 
 
 



Hydro version also publically available: GASOLINE 

Eris simulation  
Guedes et al. 2011 

HI map 

Bulgeless Dwarfs 
Governato, Brook et al. 2010 

Brook et al. 2011, 2012 













FIRE simulations Hopkins  



CLUES WMAP3 HR + PUBLIC GASOLINE/ChaNGa 



















 

: Chris Brook Universidad Autónoma de Madrid & Greg Stinson (MPIA)   

High-resolution galaxy formation simulations of isolated galaxies  

Goal : match a wide range of galaxy properties 

-     Gasoline: parallel SPH galaxy evolution code  Wadsley + 2004 

-  Cosmological Initial Conditions 

-  Star Formation Rate  ~ ρgas
1.5  Kennicut-Schmidt law  

-  UV background radiation Haardt & Madau 96 

-  Compton & Radiative cooling 

-  Metal Line Cooling Shen+10 

-  Metal and Heat Diffusion 

-  Feedback from supernovae (blastwaves) and massive stars Stinson+06,+13 

-  metal enrichment: H, He, C, O, Fe, Si, N, Mg 

MaGICC: Making Galaxies in a 
Cosmological Context 



Brook et al. 2012 


